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Abstract: Automatic methods for constructing navigation routes do not fully meet all requirements. The aim of this study was to modify the methodology for generating indoor navigation models based on the Medial Axis Transformation (MAT) algorithm. The simplified method for generating corridor axes relies on the Node-Relation Structure (NRS) methodology. The axis of the modeled structure (corridor) is then determined based on the points of the middle lines intersecting the structure (polygon). The proposed solution involves a modified approach to the segmentation of corridor space. Traditional approaches rely on algorithms for generating Triangulated Irregular Networks (TINs) by Delaunay triangulation or algorithms for generating Thiessen polygons known as Voronoi diagrams (VDs). In this study, both algorithms were used in the segmentation process. The edges of TINs intersected structures. Selected midpoints on TIN edges, which were located in the central part of the structure, were used to generate VDs. Corridor structures were segmented by polygon VDs. The identifiers or structure nodes were the midpoints on the TIN edges rather than the calculated centroids. The generated routes were not zigzag lines, and they approximated natural paths. The main advantage of the proposed solution is its simplicity, which can be attributed to the use of standard tools for processing spatial data in a geographic information system.
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1. Introduction

Route navigation is being expanded to cover the entire geographic space, and outdoor navigation is emerging as a separate concept from indoor navigation. The role of indoor navigation (navigation inside buildings) [1,2] is to complement outdoor navigation, and it is implemented mainly in large public utility buildings.

Flat 2D network models are developed based on floor plans. Their height can be represented by attribute H, and such systems are referred to as 2.5D models. 3D models are generated by taking into account the plans of successive building floors. Navigation relies on a geometric model of networks written in mathematical graph structures in the form of a geometric graph [3] with nodes N (NOD) and edges E (EDGE). In a graph model of a network, nodes N represent significant elements of the plan, such as:

- structures (rooms, corridors, stairs),
- lines (doors, windows, entrances).
Nodes representing structures are generally the centroids of those structures. Lines are also represented by centroids, which are the midpoints of entrance lines. Nodes are described by coordinates in a given reference system. Semantic data describing objects are represented by node attributes. In the model, edges represent route sections and possible traffic flows. In indoor navigation, digital geometric network models for navigating people should account for natural movement patterns inside a building. The generated routes should not run close to walls or obstacles.

For many years, researchers have sought to develop a methodology for the automatic generation of indoor navigation models [4–6]. Two main types of methods have been proposed: geometric methods that support the generation of Geometric Network Models (GNM) and grid methods for developing Regular Grid Models (RGM) [7]. Geometric methods rely on the topological relations between neighboring structures [4,8], and they are referred to as Node-Relation Structure (NRS) models. A Node-Relation Structure is represented by graphs composed of nodes and edges. The nodes are usually centroids that identify structures. Network edges are lines connecting the centroids of the neighboring structures. A similar method of representation is used in the grid model. The elements of the grid constitute structures [9–11]. Structures are usually described with the use of semantic data, such as type of use. A building can be composed of corridors, rooms, and stairs. The NRS model features sub-graphs describing only the relations that are based on semantic data, such as (corridor–room) relations. Lee [4,8] developed a method for transforming the NRS model into a network with the use of the Medial Axis Transformation (MAT) algorithm, which has been extensively described in the literature [12–14]. The MAT algorithm has also been deployed in other solutions [7,15]. The results were generally satisfactory, but in open spaces (crossing paths), the generated lines were curved. Certain modifications, such as increasing the density of the initial model, are required to eliminate curved lines [16]. However, this method generates lines that only approximate the real middle line [17]. Numerous solutions have been proposed to deal with this problem [18,19].

Other geometric solutions [19–23] take into account openings, such as doors. In the network model, openings are represented by nodes. In this case, models are constructed based on corridor–entrance, entrance–room, or corridor–corridor relations. The relevant methodology can be referred to as a Node-Relation Structure and Entrance (NRSE) model. Many solutions of this type have been discussed in the literature [24–26]. They account for the attributes describing room and entrance functions.

Other methods for generating models are based on structure segmentation. Delaunay triangulation algorithms for generating Triangulated Irregular Networks (TINs) [15,27] or Thiessen polygons, referred to as Voronoi diagrams (VDs) [1], are used for segmentation. Selected points from the analyzed structures (entrances, turn points in wall contour lines) are the basic elements for developing TINs and VDs. The network is constructed with the NRS method based on the segments generated from TINs and VDs. The centroids of the neighboring segments from TIN or VD are connected by edges [7,28]. TIN and VD polygons have also been applied to increase segmentation options [21,22,28]. In these solutions, navigation networks with different resolution are generated automatically subject to need. A network is developed based on the NRS method, but the structures are TIN triangles or VD polygons. The paths generated by network models based on TIN and VD segmentation are usually zigzag lines, which need to be simplified and smoothed with additional algorithms [29].

In other studies [27,30,31], solutions involving TIN and VD structures were used to develop networks based on polygon nodes and midpoints of TIN edges or based on VD edges only. Despite the achieved progress, new attempts are being made to find more effective methods for the automatic generation of networks in large multi-planar spaces, such as shopping centers, airports, and sports stadiums [31–38]. The developed solutions will facilitate the automatic generation of networks that meet the relevant requirements. Lewandowicz and Lisowski [39,40] proposed a novel segmentation method for the automatic generation of networks based on geometric data. Automatically generated routes make a reference to MAT solutions.
The presented study is a continuation of the previous research conducted from 2006 to 2015 [20]. 3D models of selected university buildings and traffic route networks were developed by Kodzik [41] as part of a diploma thesis. The models were linked with a database of attributes relating to indoor premises [20]. In the present study, attempts were made to model routes in successive buildings. The modeling process in buildings was automated. Based on the literature and the results of numerous tests, a method for the automatic generation of network models in buildings was developed with the use of the floor plans presented by Lewandowicz and Lisowski [39]. In this study, the previously proposed methodology was modified, and it is presented below. The obtained results were compared with the previously developed models. They were also presented in a new object.

2. Research Objective and Methods

The aim of this study was to propose a new method for the automatic generation of indoor navigation networks based on the floor plan. The proposed method is easy to use, and it involves simple transformations of geometric data from floor plans. It should be noted that the proposed method was initially tested on cadastral data. The axis of a road lane was mapped based on road parcels [38]. During successive attempts, the corridor segmentation method was evaluated based on various sets of base points [37]. The method proposed in this study relies on a new approach to the segmentation of structures. The applied segmentation method minimizes the irregularity of segments by dividing space across corridors. According to Lewandowicz and Lisowski [39], the segmentation process should rely on points marking the vertices of partition walls. The method proposed in this study has been expanded to include new elements that minimize route zigzagging.

The analyzed object was one floor of a building (Figure 1a). The network models generated with the use of classical methods, the NRS model (corridor–entrance), and the NRSE model (corridor–entrance–room) are presented in Figure 1b,c.

Figure 1. The analyzed object (a) and topological models of indoor navigation networks based on Node-Relation Structure (NRS) (corridor–room) (b) and Node-Relation Structure and Entrance (NRSE) (corridor–entrance–room) (c).

The network models generated with the use of the NRS and NRSE methods are not suitable for navigation. Network edges intersect building walls at locations where traffic cannot exit the building (Figure 2b). The fragments of the network in corridor space have to be modified because they do not reflect traffic routes. In an attempt to propose a new method for generating navigation network models, the authors focused on solutions that generate routes in corridors and integrate these routes with the neighboring objects.

A route was generated in corridor space based on a geometric relationship that is used to manually edit the axes of elongated objects (Figure 2a) in Geographic Information System (GIS). The middle line, such as a route, is plotted based on the midpoints \( P_{\text{Mid}} \) of a zigzag line. A zigzag line should be based on the points located along the edges (corridor) of structure \( S \), with at least two turning points on the boundary of structure \( S \). Midpoints \( P_{\text{Mid}} \) should be mapped based on sections (edges) of the zigzag
line located inside structure S (Figure 2a). To construct an axis in the NRS model, structure S should be segmented in such a manner as to ensure that segmentation [SS] intersects the building and that the midpoints of the zigzag lines [P_{Mid}] are located within the segments [SS] (Figure 2b). Midpoints [P_{Mid}] are the segment [SS] nodes. After data transformation, the object’s axis can be generated automatically based on segments [SS] with the use of the NRS [4] method. This approach can be referred to as the Middle-Point Relation Structure Segment Entrance (MPRSSEM) approach.

The methodology for generating indoor navigation models [39] was modified. The Node-Relation Structure Segment (NRSS) method of generating a topological network based on nodes that are centroid segments was described in [39]. In the presented modification, midpoints [P_{Mid}] are adopted as segment nodes. This minor change considerably influences the shape of the network. The MPRSS method of developing a network is described below. The MPRSS methodology makes a reference to the NRSS method, which is presented in [39].

In the MPRSS method, the network model is developed by:

1. adopting a set of base points [P_{b}] from the floor plan (e.g., points representing the vertices of walls and partition walls),
2. generating a zigzag line with the Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (CDT) tool for constructing a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) based on [P_{b}],
3. selecting edges {E_{zigzag}} from the TINs located inside the segmented structure S,
4. mapping the midpoints [P_{Mid}] of edges {E_{zigzag}},
5. generating a Voronoi diagram (VD) based on a set of midpoints [P_{Mid}],
6. segmenting object S based on VD, i.e., transforming S into a set of segments S→ [SS],
7. assigning a point from the [P_{Mid}] set to every segment [SS],
8. generating the axis of structure S by developing a topological neighborhood model based on a set of segments [SS] and [P_{Mid}]; in this solution, only the relations between segment edges and the left and right polygon are analyzed.

The generated axis of structure S is based on points [P_{Mid}], which are regarded as identification nodes. In the described approach, the MAT algorithm, which is popularly used to determine the axes of polygonal objects, has been replaced with simple transformations. The presented method for generating segments [SS] and object axes was applied only to corridors during the construction of an indoor navigation model.

When the developed network covers an entire floor, additional network edges should be generated based on segment–room relations. When room entrances are taken into account, segment–entrance–room relations should be generated. In this case, the network generation method is referred to as the Middle-Point Relation Structure Segment Entrance Modification (MPRSESEM).
was proposed to combine the MPRSS and MPRSSE approaches. The relations from the MPRSS model (segment–room) were written in the MPRSSEM model as (segment–entrance–room) relations.

The MPRS, MPRSSE, and MPRSSEM topological-semantic networks modeling navigation routes on a single floor are represented by graphs. The shortest routes can be generated by describing the edges of a graph with edge lengths in the adopted units of measurement. Route lengths represent the differences in the results. In the proposed methodology, GIS tools were used to transform data. The shortest routes were generated with the Distkri algorithm.

3. Results

A zigzag line in the corridor (Figure 3a) and the segmentation of corridor space with the use of the VD algorithm are shown in Figure 3b to present the results of the proposed methodology. An indoor navigation model was generated in the corridor based on the segmented corridor space (Figure 4a). The model was developed with the MPRSS method based on neighborhood relations (SS-SS). The network occupies the middle of the corridor based on its midpoints \( \{ P_{Mid} \} \). In a straight corridor, network fragments are straight lines. Network elements have a more complex structure at turns in the expanded corridor space (Figure 4a). If the identifiers \{SS\} were segment centroids \( C_{SEG} \), the generated line would not be straight because \( \{ C_{SEG} \} \neq \{ P_{Mid} \} \) (Figure 4b).

![Figure 3. Segmentation of corridor space: (a) base points and Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) edges, (b) zigzagging in corridor space and generation of midpoints \( \{ P_{Mid} \} \), (c) corridor segmentation with Voronoi diagrams (VDs) based on dataset \( \{ P_{Mid} \} \).](image)

![Figure 4. Network model in the corridor: (a) network generated based on topological relations in dataset \{SS\}, where midpoints \( \{ P_{Mid} \} \) are the nodes, (b) differences in the location of midpoints \( \{ P_{Mid} \} \) and segment centroids.](image)
Three models were developed in the process of constructing indoor navigation models that account for corridors and rooms:

1. The MPRSS model (Figure 5a) based on (segment–segment), (segment–room), or (segment–stairs) relations,
2. The MPRSSE model (Figure 5b) based on (segment–segment), (segment–entrance), (entrance–room), or (segment–stairs) relations,
3. The MPRSSEM model combining the relationships from models 1 and 2 (Figure 5c).

The MPRSSEM model was generated by modifying the MPRSSE algorithm. The (segment–room) relations from the MPRSS model were presented as (segment–entrance–room) relations in the MPRSSE model. As a result of the modification (Figure 5c), five edges of the MPRSSEM model do not fit the corridor space (marked in white) and had to be removed by the algorithm. An edge can also be added between each entrance and the adjacent segment of the corridor. In this case, there would be no edges marked in white in Figure 5c.

The network model in Figure 5a could be useful if there were no partition walls on the side of the corridor. The models that account for entrances are more practical. The MPRSSE and MPRSSEM models are similar, but the MPRSSEM model is more extensive in corridor space.

Indoor navigation models facilitate traffic in buildings. The MPRSSE and MPRSSEM models were used to generate paths between selected rooms. Two rooms that were most distant from one another were selected in the first example (Figure 6). Rooms that were located closer to each other were selected in the second example (Figure 7).

The above approaches produced different solutions. The MPRSS model would be useful if there were no partition walls on the side of the corridor. However, such solutions are rarely encountered in practice. The MPRSSE model is suitable for navigation despite the fact that (segment–entrance) and (segment–segment) edges form nearly straight or even acute angles along the routes. The MPRSSEM model supports the generation of routes that approximate natural paths. These routes do not have acute or straight angles. The MPRSSEM model generates the shortest routes.
4. Verification of the Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology was verified in a more extensive object presented by Lewandowicz and Lisowski [39]. Manually generated models of corridor space (Figure 8a), the models generated with the use of the NRSS method based on segment centroids (Figure 8b), and the models generated with the use of the MPRSS method based on midpoints (Figure 8c) are compared in Figure 9.
The manually generated network can be used for navigation, although it does not always run in the middle of the corridor (Figure 9a). The networks that were generated automatically with the use of NRSS and MPRSS methods are more extensive, and they occupy the middle of the corridor. The use of midpoints \( P_{\text{Mid}} \) as segment nodes in open and irregular spaces improves network quality. The MPRSS network has a less zigzagging course than that of the NRSS network.

The presented data were also used to verify MPRSSE and MPRSSEM methods (Figure 9). The automatically generated models are more extensive, but the MPRSSEM model requires verification. In the model, several edges are located close to the walls, and some edges even intersect walls. These edges are found near convex corridor vertices, and they have to be eliminated. The elimination process does not compromise the network’s functionality. The resulting model can be used for navigation, and it generates routes with a minimal number of straight and acute angles.

Lewandowicz and Lisowski [39] observed that greater segmentation of irregular corridors increases zigzagging in the generated network model. The use of midpoints \( P_{\text{Mid}} \) eliminates zigzagging in the MPRSS model (Figure 10).

The adopted methodology was additionally verified in the space shown in Figure 11a, which can represent indoor premises or developed space. To generate the network automatically, open space was segmented based on the points representing the vertices of the main corridor elements. Selected fragments of TIN edges mapped to corridor space are presented in Figure 11b. The mapped edges were used to generate midpoints, \( P_{\text{Mid}} \), (Figure 11c) and to segment corridor space (Figure 11d).
The generated paths (Figure 14) validate the network’s functionality. The network runs centrally in corridor space and does not intersect the existing structures. The number of segments increased, and the resulting network had a larger number of nodes and edges. The network generated with the use of the MPRSS method based on segments of corridor space is presented in Figure 12a. The results were verified to reveal that two edges intersect the existing structures and five edges are positioned too closely to the existing structures (less than 0.55 m away). Any attempts to adjust the network by removing these seven edges lead to the loss of network continuity.

The verification process was repeated by increasing the number of corridor points for developing the TIN. In addition to vertices, two additional points were generated for every segment of corridor space (Figure 13). The number of segments increased, and the resulting network had a larger number of nodes and edges. The network runs centrally in corridor space and does not intersect the existing structures. The generated paths (Figure 14) validate the network’s functionality.
The use of midpoints, \( P_{\text{Mid}} \), as segment nodes and their application for generating the MPRSS topological network produces better results. The MPRSS network model zigzags less than the model generated with the NRSS method based on segment centroids (N). MPRSSE and MPRSSEM models are extensions of the MPRSS model for indoor applications based on corridors, entrances, and rooms.

A larger set of points for generating TINs produces a higher number of \( P_{\text{Mid}} \) points and, consequently, a higher number of segments in corridor space. The generated network model has higher resolution, and it better fits the corridor axis. Unlike in the NRSS model, in this approach, higher resolution does not increase zigzagging [39].

The proposed method was successfully verified.

5. Conclusions

The main advantage of the proposed method for the automatic generation of a navigation network based on topological and semantic relations is its simplicity. The described solution relies on the MAT algorithm, which is widely used to construct indoor navigation models. The application of the midpoints of zigzagging lines minimizes network zigzagging. Therefore, the generated axis produces non-ambiguous solutions in geometrically regular spaces. Additional edges are generated at turns to develop routes resembling natural paths.

The MPRSS, MPRSSE, and MPRSSEM methods for generating route network models were presented based on a simple example in Section 3 and were successfully verified in a larger object (Section 4).

A manually generated model (Figure 8a), a model generated based on a previously described method [39], and a model generated with the use of the modified methodology (Figure 8c) are
presented and compared in Figure 8. The results of this study indicate that automatic methods are more effective. In the modified method, midpoints were applied to denote segment nodes, which considerably improved the quality of the resulting network. The MPRSSE algorithm was modified to obtain the MPRSSEM algorithm, which supported the generation of more extensive network models with the shortest routes resembling natural paths.

In the future, the proposed method will be tested in other sites in multi-planar space. Corridor networks in buildings will be modeled in 3D for different user groups (people and robots, such as drones). The first reports describing such solutions have already been published [42].
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